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ORDINARY p-ADIC AUTOMORPHIC FORMS
BINYONG SUN
Abstract. Generalizing the completed cohomology groups introduced by Matthew
Emerton, we define certain spaces of “ordinary p-adic automorphic forms along
a parabolic subgroup” and show that they interpret all classical ordinary auto-
morphic forms.
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1. Introduction
The main theme of this paper is to define certain spaces of “ordinary p-adic
automorphic forms along a parabolic subgroup” over a reductive group, and show
that they interpret all classical ordinary automorphic forms. When the parabolic
subgroup is the whole reductive group, we recover M. Emerton’s construction
of p-adic interpolation of classical automorphic forms [Em1]. In general, these
spaces are variations of the ordinary parts of the completed cohomology groups,
as studied in [Em2, Em3]. For other related constructions, see [Hi, AS, Ha] for
examples. In subsequent papers, we will define period integrals for these “ordinary
p-adic automorphic forms”, and apply them to construct some p-adic L-functions
in purely p-adic setting.
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To be precise, let us fix some notations first. Let p be a fixed rational prime
throughout the paper. Write A for the adele ring of Q. It has the usual decompo-
sitions
A = R× A∞ and A = Qp × A
p.
For every topological group S, we write S◦ for the connected component of its
identity element, and write S♮ := S/S◦.When S is Hausdorff, locally compact and
totally disconnected, we define a one-dimensional Q-vector space
D(S) := {left invariant Q-valued distribution on S}
= {right invariant Q-valued distribution on S}.
Here a left invariant distribution is identified with a right invariant distribution
if they have equal restrictions to all open compact subgroups of S. The adjoint
action yields a representation of S on D(S).
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group over Q. Write G :=
G(Qp) and write g for its Lie algebra. Let V be a finite dimensional continuous
representation of G over E, where E ⊂ Qp is a finite degree field extension of
Qp, and Qp is a fixed algebraic closure of Qp. Note that such a representation is
automatically locally analytic. We assume that the induced representation of g on
V is absolutely irreducible. We also view V as a representation of G(A)♮ via the
pullback through the projection homomorphism G(A)♮ → G.
Fix a maximal compact subgroupK∞ of G(R). We have an obvious identification
G(R)♮ = K♮∞. Write
X := G(Q)\G(A)/K◦∞.
It carries an obvious right action of
G(A)♮ = G(R)♮ × G(A∞).
For every open compact subgroup K of G(A)♮, if it is neat as defined in Section
2.1, then
SGK := X /K
is a smooth manifold, and
(1) V[K] := (X × Vdis)/K
is a local system of E-vector spaces over SGK . Here Vdis denotes the E-vector space
V equipped with the discrete topology, and the right action of K on X × Vdis is
given by
(x, v).g := (x.g, g−1.v).
Define
HiΦ(G, V ) := lim−→
K
HiΦ(S
G
K , V[K]), (i ∈ Z),
where K runs over all neat open compact subgroups of G(A)♮, and the homomor-
phisms defining the direct limit are the pull back maps. Here the subscript “Φ”
indicates a support condition for the cohomology group (see Sections 2.2 and 5.2).
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We know that HiΦ(G, V ) is naturally an admissible smooth representation of G(A)
♮
over E (see Example 2.7).
For each smooth representation J of G(A)♮ over a field of characteristic zero,
write
Ĵ := lim
←−
K
JK
for its formal completion, where K runs over all open compact subgroups of G(A)♮,
and the implicit homomorphism defining the inverse limit are the averaging projec-
tions. Here and henceforth, unless otherwise specified, superscript groups and Lie
algebras indicate the space of invariant vectors in a representation, and subscript
groups and Lie algebras indicate the space of co-invariant vectors in a representa-
tion. The space Ĵ is naturally a (non-necessarily smooth) representation of G(A)♮
which contains J as a subrepresentation. See [Be2, Section 6.3] for more details.
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Denote by N its unipotent radical and
write L := P/N . Write
ĴG(Ap)♮×P−sm
for the space of all vectors in Ĵ which are fixed by an open subgroup of G(Ap)♮×P .
Define
BP (J) :=
(
ĴG(Ap)♮×P−sm
)N
,
which a smooth representation of G(Ap)♮ × L. By the second adjointness theorem
of Casselman and Bernstein, BP (J) is isomorphic to the Jacquet module of J
attached to a parabolic subgroup of G opposite to P (cf. [Be2, Theorem 6.4]). We
are particularly interested in the admissible smooth representation BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))
of G(Ap)♮ × L.
Write p for the Lie algebra of P , n for the Lie algebra of N , and l for the Lie
algebra of L.
Definition 1.1. A finite slope classical automorphic forms on G along P (with
support in Φ, degree i and coefficient in V ) is an element of the following repre-
sentation of G(Ap)♮ × L:
Hi,fslΦ,P (G, V ) := (BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))⊗ Vˇn ⊗ D(g/p).
Here “ˇ” indicates the dual representation, and Vˇn := (Vˇ )n. We often omit the
obvious base ring from the notation of a tensor product and hope this causes no
confusion. For example,
Vˇn ⊗ D(g/p) := Vˇn ⊗Q D(g/p).
Note that the representation of G(Ap)♮ on Hi,fslΦ,P (G, V ) is smooth, and the rep-
resentation of L on Hi,fslΦ,P (G, V ) is locally analytic (it is locally algebraic if the
representation of G on V is locally algebraic).
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Denote by T the largest central torus in L, and denote by T † the monoind
consisting all t ∈ T such that
(2) |α(t)|p ≥ 1
for all characters α : T → Q
×
p which occur in some irreducible subquotient of the
adjoint representation of P on n ⊗Qp Qp (these irreducible subquotients descend
to representations of L).
The following result is essentially known to Hida.
Proposition 1.2. For all character χ ∈ Hom(T,Q
×
p ) which occurs in H
i,fsl
Φ,P (G, V )⊗
Qp, the inequality
(3) |χ(t)|p ≤ 1
holds for all t ∈ T †.
Definition 1.3. Let χ ∈ Hom(T,Q
×
p ) be a character satisfying (33). It is said to
be ordinary if the equality holds in (33) for all t ∈ T † (and hence for all t ∈ T ).
Otherwise it is said to be supersingular.
It is clear that there is a unique G(Ap)♮ × L-stable decomposition
(4) Hi,fslΦ,P (G, V ) = H
i,ord
Φ,P (G, V )⊕ H
i,sup
Φ,P (G, V )
such that all χ ∈ Hom(T,Q
×
p ) occurring in H
i,ord
Φ,P (G, V )⊗Qp are ordinary, and all
χ ∈ Hom(T,Q
×
p ) occurring in H
i,sup
Φ,P (G, V )⊗Qp are supersingular.
Definition 1.4. An element of Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V ) is called an ordinary classical auto-
morphic forms on G along P (with support in Φ, degree i and coefficient in V ).
For later applications to p-adic period integrals, we are interested in the following
relative version of the space of ordinary classical automorphic forms:
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
h ⊂ Hi,fslΦ,P (G, V )
h = (BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))⊗ Vˇ
h
n ⊗ D(g/p),
where h is a Lie subalgebra of l, and Vˇ hn := ((Vˇ )n)
h.
Write O for the ring of integers in E, and write Ok := O/p
kO (k ≥ 0). For
each open compact subgroup D of G(Ap)♮ and each open compact subgroup L
of L which is D-neat as defined in Section 2.1, we will define in Section 3.2 an
important finitely generated Ok-module
HiΦ,P (DL,Ok).
This is an analog of Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL when the coefficient system is changed from V
to Ok. For each D-neat compact subgroup H of L, define
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O) := lim←−
k
lim
−→
L⊃H
HiΦ,P (DL,Ok),
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where k runs over all non-negative integers, and L runs over all D-neat open
compact subgroups of L containing H. See Section 3.4 for details. Finally, in
Section 3.5 we will define
(5) H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 :=
(
lim
−→
DH
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O)
)
⊗E,
where D runs over all open compact subgroups of G(Ap)♮, H runs over all D-neat
compact subgroups of L with Lie algebra h. This is naturally a representation of
G(Ap)♮ × NL(h). Here and as usual, NL(h) denotes the normalizer of h in L. It
will be clear that
H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 = H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G,Qp)
〈h〉 ⊗E.
Definition 1.5. An element of H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 is called an h-distinguished ordinary
automorphic form on G along P (with support in Φ, degree i and coefficient in E).
When h = 0, we write H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E) for H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉, and call an element of it
an ordinary automorphic forms on G along P (with support in Φ, degree i and
coefficient in E). Note that the representation H˜
i,ord
Φ,G (G, E) agrees with Emerton’s
completed cohomology [Em1]. However, for later applications, we are more con-
cerned with the case when P is a Borel subgroup.
Theorem 1.6. There is a canonically defined homomorphism
(6) ξ : Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
h → H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉
of representations of G(Ap)♮ ×NL(h).
A major part of this paper is devoted to an explanation of the homomorphism
(6) and the relevant spaces appeared in the homomorphism. In a subsequent paper,
we will define period integrals on H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉, and show that they interpolate
modular symbols.
There are some natural problems to be further studied. One is the representation
theoretic properties of H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉, especially when h = 0. Another one is to
describe the kernel and the image of the homomorphism ξ.
2. Hecke homomorphisms
We continue with the notation of the Introduction.
2.1. Neat groups. We recall the notion of neat elements from [Pi, Page 12]. For
every element g ∈ GLn(A
∞) (n ≥ 0), write gp for its image under the projection
map GLn(A)
♮ → GLn(Qp) and define np(g) to be the cardinality of the following
finite group:
{torsion element in the subgroup of Q
×
p generated by all eigenvalues of gp}.
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We say that g is neat if
{d ∈ Z | d ≥ 1, d devids np(g) for all rational prime p} = {1}.
An element of G(A)♮ is said to be neat if for some (and hence all) algebraic group
embedding G →֒ GL(n)/Q, its image under the composition of the following maps
is neat:
G(A)♮
the projection
−−−−−−−−→ G(A∞)→ GLn(A
∞).
We make the following definition.
Definition 2.1. An open subgroup of G(A)♮ is said to be neat all its elements are
neat. For every open compact subgroup D of G(Ap)♮, a compact subgroup H of L
is said to be D-neat if there is an open compact subgroup G of G such that DG is
neat and (G ∩ P )/(G ∩N) ⊃ H.
2.2. The transfer map of cohomology groups. Recall the space X from the
Introduction.
Lemma 2.2. Let K be a neat open compact subgroup of G(A)♮. Then the right
action of K on X is free. Moreover, X /K is a topological manifold which is
homotopy to a finite simplicial complex.
Proof. The first assertion is well known and easily verified. The second assertion
is a consequence of the Borel-Serre compactification [BS]. 
We will consider cohomologies with support conditions. For this purpose, let Φ
be a family of closed subsets of X with the following properties:
• every closed subset of a set in Φ belongs to Φ;
• the union of two sets in Φ belongs to Φ;
• for every set Z ∈ Φ, the set Z.K belongs to Φ for all open compact subgroup
K of G(A)♮.
Let R be a commutative ring with unity. For each monoid Λ, let R[Λ] denote its
monoid algebra with coefficients in R. As an R-module, it is free with free basis
Λ. Let G be an open subgroup of G(A)♮ and let M be a R[G(Q)×G]-module. Let
K be a neat open compact subgroup of G, namely a neat open compact subgroup
of G(A)♮ which is contained in G. As in (1), we have a local system
M[K] := G(Q)\((G(A)/K
◦
∞)×M)/K
over the smooth manifold
SGK := X /K.
For simplicity, write
(7) HiΦ(K,M) := H
i
Φ/K(S
G
K ,M[K]), (i ∈ Z)
for the i-th cohomology of SGK with coefficient in M[K] and support in Φ/K, where
Φ/K denote the family of all closed subsets of SGK whose preimage under the
quotient map X → SGK belongs to Φ.
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LetK ′ be another neat open compact subgroup ofG. First assume thatK ′ ⊂ K.
Then we have an obvious cartesian diagram
M[K ′] −−−→ M[K]y y
SGK ′ −−−→ S
G
K .
In other words, the local system M[K ′] is identified with the pullback of the local
system M[K] through the natural map
(8) SGK ′ → S
G
K .
Thus the pullback of cohomologies yields a homomorphism
(9) ρK,K ′ : H
i
Φ(K,M)→ H
i
Φ(K
′,M).
Note that (8) is a covering map whose degree equals the index [K : K ′]. Thus the
push-forward of cohomologies yields a homomorphism
(10) ρK ′,K : H
i
Φ(K
′,M)→ HiΦ(K,M).
Now we drop the assumption that K ′ ⊂ K and define the homomorphism
(11) ρK,K ′ : H
i
Φ(K,M)→ H
i
Φ(K
′,M)
to be the composition of
HiΦ(K,M)
ρK,K∩K′
−−−−−→ HiΦ(K ∩K
′,M)
ρK∩K′ ,K′
−−−−−→ HiΦ(K
′,M).
We call the above map the transfer map. When the groups K and K ′ are under-
stood, we also write ρ for ρK,K ′.
Lemma 2.3. Let K1, K2, K3 be neat open compact subgroups of G such that
K2 = (K1 ∩K2)(K2 ∩K3).
Then the diagram
HiΦ(K1,M)
ρ
−−−→ HiΦ(K2,M)yρ yρ
HiΦ(K3,M) −−−→ H
i
Φ(K3,M)
commutes, where the bottom horizontal arrow is the map of multiplication by [K1∩
K3 : K1 ∩K2 ∩K3].
Proof. This is an exercise in algebraic topology. We omit the details. 
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2.3. Hecke homomorphisms. Let G′ be another open subgroup of G(A)♮ and
let M ′ be a R[G(Q) × G′]-module. Let φ : M → M ′ be a R[G(Q)]-equivariant
homomorphism.
Definition 2.4. An element t ∈ G(A)♮ is said to be φ-adapted if the diagram
(12)
M
g
−−−→ M
φ
y yφ
M ′
tgt−1
−−−→ M ′
commutes for all g ∈ G ∩ t−1G′t.
Let t be a φ-adapted element of G(A)♮. Let K and K ′ be neat open compact
subgroups of G and G′ respectively. Generalizing the definition of ρK,K ′ in (11),
we shall define in what follows a homomorphism
(13) ρt,φ : H
i
Φ(K,M)→ H
i
Φ(K
′,M ′),
which we call a Hecke homomorphism.
It follows from the commutative diagram (12) that the map
(G(A)/K◦∞)×M → (G(A)/K
◦
∞)×M, (x, u) 7→ (xt
−1, φ(u))
is equivariant with respect to the isomorphism
G(Q)× (G ∩ t−1G′t)→ G(Q)× (tGt−1 ∩G′), (g, h) 7→ (g, tht−1).
Thus it descends to a homomorphism
(14) M[K∩t−1K ′t] → M
′
[tKt−1∩K ′]
of local systems over the homeomorphism
SGK∩t−1K ′t → S
G
tKt−1∩K ′,
the class of x ∈ X 7→ the class of xt−1.
The homomorphism (14) induces a homomorphism
(15) HiΦ(K ∩ t
−1K ′t,M)→ HiΦ(tKt
−1 ∩K ′,M ′).
We define the Hecke homomorphism ρt,φ in (13) to be the composition of
HiΦ(K,M)
ρ
−→ HiΦ(K ∩ t
−1K ′t,M)
(15)
−−→ HiΦ(tKt
−1 ∩K ′,M ′)
ρ
−→ HiΦ(K
′,M ′).
When φ is understood we will write ρt for ρt,φ, and when t = 1 we will write ρφ for
ρt,φ. When t = 1 and φ is understood we will also simply write ρ for ρt,φ. The same
convention will be used in other similar situations without further explanation.
The following proposition generalizes Lemma 2.3.
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Proposition 2.5. Let Kj be a neat open subgroup of G(A)
♮, and let Mj be a
R[G(Q) × Ki]-module, where j = 1, 2, 3. Let s, t ∈ G(A)
♮ and let φ1 : M1 → M2
and φ2 : M2 → M3 be two R[G(Q)]-equivariant homomorphisms. Suppose that s is
φ1-adapted, t is φ2-adapted, and ts is (φ2 ◦ φ1)-adapted. If
K2 = (sK1s
−1 ∩K2)(K2 ∩ t
−1K3t),
then the diagram
HiΦ(K1,M1)
ρs,φ1−−−→ HiΦ(K2,M2)yρts,φ2◦φ1 yρt,φ2
HiΦ(K3,M3) −−−→ H
i
Φ(K3,M3)
commutes, where the bottom horizontal arrow is the map of scalar multiplication
by
[sK1s
−1 ∩ t−1K3t : sK1s
−1 ∩K2 ∩ t
−1K3t].
Proof. For simplicity write
K12 := sK1s
−1 ∩K2, K23 := K2 ∩ t
−1K3t
and
K123 := sK1s
−1 ∩K2 ∩ t
−1K3t.
Also write r := ts. Then the proposition follows by considering the following
commutative diagram:
H(K1)1 //
))❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙

H(s−1K12s)1
ρs,φ1
//

H(K12)2

// H(K2)2

H(K1 ∩ r
−1K3r)1 //
ρr,φ2◦φ1
))❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
H(s−1K123s)1
ρs,φ1
//
ρr,φ2◦φ1
))❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
H(K123)2
ρt,φ2

// H(K23)2
ρt,φ2

H(rK1r
−1 ∩K3)3 //
))❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
H(tK123t
−1)3
((P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
// H(tK23t
−1)3

H(K3)3
(∗)
// H(K3)3 .
Here we write H(K1)1 for H
i
Φ(K1,M1) and similarly for other cohomology groups,
(∗) is the multiplication map by [sK1s
−1 ∩ t−1K3t : K123], and all the unnamed
arrows are the transfer maps as defined in Section 2.2. 
2.4. Some examples of φ-adapted elements and Hecke homomorphisms.
Example 2.6. The identity element 1 ∈ G(A)♮ is φ-adapted if and only if φ is a
R[G(Q)× (G ∩G′)]-equivariant homomorphism.
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Similar to the Introduction, view V as an E[G(Q) × G(A)♮]-module via the
pullback of the representation of G on V through the projection map G(Q) ×
G(A)♮ → G.
Example 2.7. Every g ∈ G(A)♮ is g|V -adapted, where g|V : V → V denotes the
action of g on V . There is a unique representation of G(A)♮ on HiΦ(G, V ) such that
the diagram
HiΦ(K, V )
ρg,g|V−−−→ HiΦ(gKg
−1, V )y y
HiΦ(G, V )
g
−−−→ HiΦ(G, V )
commutes for all g ∈ G(A)♮ and all neat open compact subgroup K of G(A)♮.
Moreover, the left vertical arrow of the above diagram induces a linear isomorphism
HiΦ(K, V )
∼=
(
HiΦ(G, V )
)K
.
View V ⊗ VˇN as an E[G(Q)× G(A)
♮]-module though the action of G on V .
Example 2.8. For every t ∈ P , define a linear map
(16) φt : V ⊗ VˇN → V ⊗ VˇN , u⊗ v → (t.u)⊗ (t.v).
Then t is φt-adapted.
Let P¯ be a parabolic subgroup of G which is opposite to P . Denote by N¯ its
unipotent radical and write LP¯ := P ∩ P¯ . Write TP¯ for the largest central torus in
LP¯ . As in the Introduction, denote by T
†
P¯
the monoind consisting all t ∈ TP¯ such
that
(17) |α(t)|p ≥ 1
for all characters α : TP¯ → Q
×
p which occur in the adjoint representation of TP¯ on
n⊗Qp Qp. Write n¯ for the Lie algebra of N¯ .
Note that there is a character λV : T → E
× such the representation of T on
Vˇn is given by the scalar multiplications by λV . Also write λV : TP¯ → E
× the
corresponding character induced by the obvious isomorphism T ∼= TP¯ .
The following lemma is elementary and we omit its proof.
Lemma 2.9. For every open compact subgroup LP¯ of LP¯ , there is a lattice V of
V such that
(18)

LP¯ .V ⊂ V,
λV (t) · t.V ⊂ V, for all t ∈ T
†
P¯
,
V = (V ∩ V n)⊕ (V ∩ n¯.V ).
Here and as usual, a lattice in a finite dimensional E-vector space means an
open compact O-submodule of it.
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Example 2.10. Let V be a lattice in V satisfying the last two conditions of (18).
Take an arbitrary compact O-submodule U′ of Vˇn. Then
φt(V⊗ U
′) ⊂ V⊗ U′, for all t ∈ T †
P¯
,
where φt is as in (16). View V⊗U
′ as an O[G(Q)×G]-submodule of V ⊗ Vˇn, where
G is an open subgroup of G(A)♮ stabilizing V. Then t is (φt)|V⊗U′-adapted. Thus
for every neat open compact subgroup K of G, we get a Hecke homomorphism
ρt,(φt)|V⊗U′ : H
i
Φ(K,V⊗ U)→ H
i
Φ(K,V⊗ U
′).
3. Ordinary p-adic automorphic forms
3.1. A partial order. We define a partial order on the set of all open compact
subgroups of G as follows.
Definition 3.1. For any two open compact subgroups G and G′ of G, define
(19) G P G
′ if and only if P ⊂ P′ and G′ ⊂ GP′,
where P := G ∩ P and P′ := G′ ∩ P .
Note that the conditions in (19) imply that
(20) G′ = (G ∩G′)P′ and P ∩ (GG′) = P′.
Lemma 3.2. Let G1 P G2 P G3 be three open compact subgroups of G. Then
G2 = (G1 ∩G2)(G2 ∩G3) and G1 ∩G3 ⊂ G2.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious in view of the first equality in (20). For the
second assertion, we have that
G1 ∩G3
= G1 ∩ ((G2 ∩G3)P3) (P3 := G3 ∩ P )
⊂ G1 ∩ (G2P )
⊂ G2.
Here the last inclusion follows from the second equality in (20). 
Let D be an open compact subgroup of G(Ap)♮. Let L be aD-neat open compact
subgroup of L. Denote by GDL the set of all D-neat open compact subgroups G
of G such that
(G ∩ P )/(G ∩N) = L.
Lemma 3.3. The set GDL is nonempty.
Proof. Since L is D-neat, there is a D-neat open compact subgroup G of G such
that
P/N ⊃ L,
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where P := G ∩ P and N := G ∩ N . Denote by P′ the preimage of L under
the quotient map P → P/N. Take an open compact subgroup G0 of G which
is sufficiently small and normalized by P′. Then P′G0 ∈ GDL. This proves the
lemma.

Lemma 3.4. For all G1,G2 ∈ GDL, there is a group G3 ∈ GDL such that G1,G2 P
G3.
Proof. Write P1 := G1 ∩ P . Let G be an open compact subgroup of G such that
P1 ⊂ G ⊂ G1 ∩ (N¯P1).
Then for all t ∈ TP¯ , tGt
−1 ∈ GDL. Moreover,
G1,G2 P tGt
−1
when t is sufficiently dominant, namely when |α(t)|p is sufficiently large for all
characters α : TP¯ → Q
×
p which occur in the adjoint representation of TP¯ on
n⊗Qp Qp. This proves the lemma. 
3.2. An inverse limit and Hecke homomorphisms. In the rest of this section,
we assume that G = G(A)♮ so that M is a R[G(Q)× G(A)♮]-module.
Lemma 3.5. Let G1,G2,G3 be three D-neat open compact subgroups of G such
that G1 P G2 P G3. Then the diagram
HiΦ(DG3,M)
ρ
//
ρ
**❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
HiΦ(DG2,M)
ρ

HiΦ(DG1,M)
commutes.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.2. 
In view of Lemma 3.5, we form the inverse limit
HiΦ,P (DL,M) := lim←−
G∈GDL
HiΦ(DG,M).
As before, let M ′ be another R[G(Q) × G(A)♮]-module and let φ : M → M ′
be a R[G(Q)]-equivariant homomorphism. Let t ∈ G(Ap)♮ × P ⊂ G(A)♮ be a φ-
adapted element. For all open compact subgroups D′ of G(Ap)♮ and all D′-neat
open compact subgroups L′ of L, define the Hecke homomorphism
ρt,φ : H
i
Φ,P (DL,M)→ H
i
Φ,P (D
′L′,M ′)
as in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.6. There is a unique homomorphism
ρt,φ : H
i
Φ,P (DL,M)→ H
i
Φ,P (D
′L′,M ′)
such that for every G′ ∈ GD′L′, the diagram
HiΦ,P (DL,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ,P (D
′L′,M ′)y y
HiΦ(DG,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′G′,M ′)
commutes for all G ∈ GDL which is sufficiently P -large, namely, there is a group
G0 ∈ GDL such that the above diagram commutes whenever G0 P G.
Proof. The uniqueness is obvious, in view of Lemma 3.4. Suppose G′,G′1 ∈ GD′L′
with G′ P G
′
1. Using Proposition 2.5, it is routine to check that the diagram
HiΦ(DG1,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′G′1,M
′)yρ yρ
HiΦ(DG,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′G′,M ′)
commutes, for all G,G1 ∈ GDL which are sufficiently P -large with G P G1. This
implies the existence part of the lemma.

For every g ∈ P and x ∈ L, we write gxg−1 := g¯xg¯−1 ∈ L, where g¯ denote the
image of g under the quotient map P → L. Similar notation will be used without
further explanation.
Proposition 3.7. For each j = 1, 2, 3, let Mj be a R[G(Q)×G(A)
♮]-module, Dj an
open compact subgroup of G(Ap)♮, and Lj a Dj-neat open compact subgroup of L.
Let s, t ∈ G(Ap)♮ × P and let φ1 : M1 → M2 and φ2 : M2 → M3 be two R[G(Q)]-
equivariant homomorphisms. Suppose that s is φ1-adapted and t is φ2-adapted.
If
S2 = (sS1s
−1 ∩ S2)(S2 ∩ t
−1S3t), where Sj := DjLj ,
then the diagram
HiΦ,P (D1L1,M1)
ρs,φ1−−−→ HiΦ,P (D2L2,M2)yρts,φ2◦φ1 yρt,φ2
HiΦ,P (D3L3,M3) −−−→ H
i
Φ,P (D3L2,M3)
commutes, where the bottom horizontal arrow is the map of scalar multiplication
by
[sS1s
−1 ∩ t−1S3t : sS1s
−1 ∩ S2 ∩ t
−1S3t].
Proof. This is routine to check by using Proposition 2.5. We omit the details. 
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Remark. In the setting of Proposition 3.7, the condition that s is φ1-adapted and
t is φ2-adapted implies that the element ts is (φ2 ◦ φ1)-adapted.
As a special case of Proposition 3.7, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let D1 ⊃ D2 ⊃ D3 be open compact subgroups of G(A
p)♮, and let
L1 ⊃ L2 ⊃ L3 be D1-neat open compact subgroups of L. Let φ1 : M1 → M2 and
φ2 : M2 → M3 be two homomorphisms of R[G(Q) × G(A)
♮]-modules. Then the
diagram
HiΦ,P (D1L1,M1)
ρφ1
//
ρφ2◦φ1
**❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
HiΦ,P (D2L2,M2)
ρφ2

HiΦ,P (D3L3,M3)
commutes.
3.3. A direct limit and Hecke homomorphisms. Let H be a D-neat compact
subgroup of L. In view of Lemma 3.8, we define
HiΦ,P (DH,M) := lim−→
L0⊃H
HiΦ,P (DL0,M),
where L0 runs over all D-neat open compact subgroups of L containing H.
Recall the φ-adapted element t ∈ G(Ap)♮ × P from Section 3.2. For all open
compact subgroups D′ of G(Ap)♮ and all D′-neat compact subgroups H′ of L such
that tHt−1 contains an open subgroup of H′, we define the Hecke homomorphism
(21) ρt,φ : H
i
Φ,P (DH,M)→ H
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,M ′)
as in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. There is a unique homomorphism
ρt,φ : H
i
Φ,P (DH,M)→ H
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,M ′)
such that the diagram
HiΦ,P (DL,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ,P (D
′L′,M ′)y y
HiΦ(DH,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′H′,M ′)
commutes for all D-neat open compact subgroups L of L containing H, and all
D′-neat open compact subgroups L′ of L containing H′ such that
tLt−1 ∩ H′ ⊂ tHt−1 and tLt−1H′ ⊃ L′.
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Proof. The uniqueness is clear. Using Proposition 3.7, it is routine to check that
the diagram
HiΦ(DL,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′L′,M ′)yρ yρ
HiΦ(DL1,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′L′1,M
′)
commutes for all pairs (L1,L
′
1) satisfying the same conditions for (L,L
′) such that
L1 ⊂ L and L
′
1 ⊂ L
′.
This implies the existence part of the lemma.

Proposition 3.10. For each j = 1, 2, 3, let Mj be a R[G(Q) × G(A)
♮]-module,
Dj an open compact subgroup of G(A
p)♮, and Hj a Dj-neat compact subgroup of
L. Let s, t ∈ G(Ap)♮ × P and let φ1 : M1 → M2 and φ2 : M2 → M3 be two
R[G(Q)]-equivariant homomorphisms. Suppose that
• s is φ1-adapted, t is φ2-adapted,
• sH1s
−1 contains an open subgroup of H2,
• tH2t
−1 contains an open subgroup of H3, and
• S2 = (sS1s
−1 ∩ S2)(S2 ∩ t
−1S3t), where Sj := DjHj.
Then the diagram
HiΦ,P (D1H1,M1)
ρs,φ1−−−→ HiΦ,P (D2H2,M2)yρts,φ2◦φ1 yρt,φ2
HiΦ,P (D3H3,M3) −−−→ H
i
Φ,P (D3H2,M3)
commutes, where the bottom horizontal arrow is the map of scalar multiplication
by
[sS1s
−1 ∩ t−1S3t : sS1s
−1 ∩ S2 ∩ t
−1S3t].
Proof. This is easily checked by using Proposition 3.7. 
As a special case of Proposition 3.10, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Let D1 ⊃ D2 ⊃ D3 be open compact subgroups of G(A
p)♮, and
let H1 ⊃ H2 ⊃ H3 be D1-neat compact subgroups of L. Let φ1 : M1 → M2 and
φ2 : M2 → M3 be two homomorphisms of R[G(Q) × G(A)
♮]-modules. Then the
diagram
HiΦ,P (D1H1,M1)
ρφ1
//
ρφ2◦φ1
**❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
HiΦ,P (D2H2,M2)
ρφ2

HiΦ,P (D3H3,M3)
commutes.
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3.4. A completed version. In view of Lemma 3.11, we define the “completed
version” of HiΦ,P (DH,M) to be
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M) := lim←−
k
HiΦ,P (DH,M/p
k),
where k runs over all non-negative integers. With the notation as in (21), we define
the Hecke homomorphism
ρt,φ : H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M)→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,M ′)
as in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.12. There is a unique homomorphism
ρt,φ : H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M)→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,M ′)
such that the diagram
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M)
ρt,φ
−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,M ′)yρ yρ
HiΦ(DH,M/p
k)
ρt,φ
−−−→ HiΦ(D
′H′,M ′/pk)
commutes for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. This follows by Proposition 3.10. 
Proposition 3.13. In the setting of Proposition 3.10, the diagram
H˜
i
Φ,P (D1H1,M1)
ρs,φ1−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D2H2,M2)yρts,φ2◦φ1 yρt,φ2
H˜
i
Φ,P (D3H3,M3) −−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D3H2,M3)
commutes, where the bottom horizontal arrow is the map of scalar multiplication
by
[sS1s
−1 ∩ t−1S3t : sS1s
−1 ∩ S2 ∩ t
−1S3t].
Proof. This also follows by Proposition 3.10. 
As a special case of Proposition 3.13, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.14. Let the notation be as in Lemma 3.11. Then the diagram
H˜
i
Φ,P (D1H1,M1)
ρφ1
//
ρφ2◦φ1
**❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
H˜
i
Φ,P (D2H2,M2)
ρφ2

H˜
i
Φ,P (D3H3,M3)
commutes.
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Recall from the Introduction that h is a Lie subalgebra of l. In view of Lemma
3.14, we define
(22) H˜
i
Φ,P (G,M)
〈h〉 := lim
−→
DH
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M),
where D runs over all open compact subgroups of G(Ap)♮, and H runs over all
D-neat compact subgroups of L with Lie algebra h.
Let Nh(P ) denote the preimage of Nh(L) under the quotient map P → L. The
R-module (22) is naturally a representation of G(Ap)♮ × Nh(P ) by the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.15. There is a unique representation of G(Ap)♮×Nh(P ) on H˜
i
Φ,P (G,M)
〈h〉
such that the diagram
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,M)
ρg,g|M−−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (gDHg
−1,M)y y
H˜
i
Φ,P (G,M)
〈h〉 g−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (G,M)
〈h〉
commutes for all g ∈ G(Ap)♮ × Nh(P ), all open compact subgroups D of G(A
p)♮,
and all D-neat compact subgroups H of L with Lie algebra h. Here g|M : M →M
denotes the action of g on M .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.13. 
It is easy to see that the action of N of H˜
i
Φ,P (G,M)
〈h〉 is trivial. Thus the latter
is naturally a representation of G(Ap)♮ × Nh(L).
3.5. Ordinary p-adic auotomorphic forms. We are particularly interested in
the case of M = O. Here O is viewed as an O[G(Q) × G(A)♮]-module with the
trivial action of G(Q)× G(A)♮. We introduce the following definition.
Definition 3.16. Let D be an open compact subgroup of G(Ap)♮ and let H be a
D-neat compact subgroup of L. An element of H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O) is called an ordinary
automorphic forms on G along P , with degree i, level DH, support in Φ, and
coefficient in O.
When P = G and H = {1}, the module H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O) recovers Emerton’s com-
pleted cohomology group [Em1]. For applications to p-adic L-functions, we are
more interested in the other extremal case, namely when P is a Borel subgroup.
In this case, H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O) is a variant of the ordinary part of the completed coho-
mology group (cf. [Em2, Em3]).
As an example of (22), we have
H˜
i
Φ,P (G,O)
〈h〉 := lim
−→
DH
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O).
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Put
H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 := H˜
i
Φ,P (G,O)
〈h〉 ⊗ E.
It is clear that
H˜
i
Φ,P (G,O)
〈h〉 = H˜
i
Φ,P (G,Zp)
〈h〉 ⊗O
and
H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 = H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G,Qp)
〈h〉 ⊗ E.
Recall from the Introduction that an element of H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 is called an h-
distinguished ordinary automorphic forms on G along P (with support in Φ, degree
i and coefficient in E). In the next three sections, we will show that H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉
interpolates all the h-invariant ordinary classical automorphic forms.
4. Some algebraic preliminaries
In the rest of this paper, we assume that R is Noeterian unless otherwise speci-
fied. Let H+ be a commutative monoid.
4.1. Finitely surjective monoid representations. We begin with the following
definition.
Definition 4.1. A R[H+]-module is said to be finitely surjective if it is finitely
generated as a R-module, and H+ acts on it as surjective endomorphisms.
Lemma 4.2. Let J be a finitely surjective R[H+]-module. Then H+ acts on J as
R-module automorphisms.
Proof. This follows from the following elementary fact: since R is Noeterian, every
surjective endomorphism of a finitely generated R-module is injective. 
Lemma 4.3. Let
0→ J1 → J2 → J3 → 0
be an exact sequence of R[H+]-modules. Then J2 is finitely surjective if and only
if both J1 and J3 are so.
Proof. Assume that J2 is finitely surjective. For every t ∈ H
+, the map
ϕt : J2/J1 → J2/J1
induced by the action of t is surjective. Thus it is injective by the proof of Lemma
4.2. Hence the preimage of J1 under the map
t : J2 → J2
equals J1. Since the above map is surjective, this implies that t.J1 = J1. In
conclusion, we have proved that J1 is finitely surjective. All other assertions of the
lemma is easy to prove and we omit the details. 
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For every R[H+]-module J , define its finitely surjective part to be
Jfsu := (J |H+)fsu := (J |R[H+])fsu := sum of all finitely surjective submodules of J.
This is obviously a submodule of J .
Definition 4.4. An element t+ ∈ H
+ is said to be dominating if for every t ∈ H+,
(23) tk+ ∈ tH
+ when k is sufficiently large.
In the rest of this section assume that H+ has a dominating element t+.
Lemma 4.5. Let J be a R[H+]-module which is finitely generated as a R-module.
Then
Jfsu =
⋂
t∈H+
t.J =
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J.
Proof. It is obvious that
Jfsu ⊂
⋂
t∈H+
t.J ⊂
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J.
The Noetherian property implies that the R[H+]-submodule
ker tk+ := {x ∈ J | t
k
+.x = 0}
is independent of k when k is sufficiently large. Thus the surjective map
t+ : t
k
+.J → t
k+1
+ .J
is also injective when k is sufficiently large. Since
J ⊃ t+.J ⊃ t
2
+.J ⊃ · · · ,
this implies that the map
t+ :
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J →
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J
is bijective. By (23), this further implies that the map
t :
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J →
⋂
k≥0
tk+.J
is bijective for all t ∈ H+. Thus
⋂
k≥0 t
k
+.J ⊂ Jfsu.

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4.2. The nilpotent parts. Define the nilpotent part of a R[H+]-module J to be
Jnil := {x ∈ J | t.x = 0 for some t ∈ H
+}.
It is obviously an submodule of J .
Lemma 4.6. For every R[H+]-module J ,
(24) Jnil = {x ∈M | t
k
+.x = 0 for some k ≥ 0}.
Proof. This obvious follows by (23).

Proposition 4.7. Assume that R is Artinian. Then for all R[H+]-module J which
is finitely generated as a R-module,
J = Jfsu ⊕ Jnil.
Proof. This is well-known. We sketch a proof for completeness. It follows from
Lemma 4.2 that
Jfsu ∩ Jnil = {0}.
For every x ∈ J , write
x = tk+.x+ (x− t
k
+.x).
Using Lemma 4.6, the Noetherian property of R implies that (x − tk+.x) ∈ Jnil.
Using Lemma 4.5, the assumption that R is Artinian implies that tk+.x ∈ Jfsu when
k is sufficiently large. This proves that
J = Jfsu + Jnil.

4.3. Exactness of the functor ( · )fsu.
Proposition 4.8. Assume that R is Artinian or R = O. Let
0→ J1 → J2 → J3 → 0
be an exact sequence of R[H+]-modules which are finitely generated as R-modules.
Then the sequence
0→ (J1)fsu → (J2)fsu → (J3)fsu → 0
is also exact.
Proof. If R is Artinian, then the proposition easily follows from Proposition 4.7.
Now we assume that R = O. For every O[H+]-module J which is finitely generated
as an O-module, we have that
J = lim
←−
k
J/pkJ
= lim
←−
k
(
(J/pkJ)fsu ⊕ (J/p
kJ)nil
)
(25)
= lim
←−
k
(J/pkJ)fsu ⊕ lim←−
k
(J/pkJ)nil.
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Note that lim
←−k
(J/pkJ)fsu is finitely surjective, and the finitely surjective part of
lim
←−k
(J/pkJ)nil is trivial. Thus
Jfsu = lim←−
k
(J/pkJ)fsu,
and the proposition follows.

4.4. A decomposition. Let J be an O[H+]-module which is finitely generated
as an O-module.
Lemma 4.9. For every character χ : Qp[H
+] → Qp which occurs in J ⊗ Qp, the
inequality
(26) |χ(t)|p ≤ 1
holds for all t ∈ H+.
Proof. The lattice J yields a norm | · |J on J ⊗ Qp. Let x ∈ J ⊗ Qp be a nonzero
element such that
t.x = χ(t)x for all t ∈ H+.
Then
|χ(t)|p · |x|J = |t.x|J ≤ |x|J ,
which implies that
|χ(t)|p ≤ 1.

Similar to Definition 1.3, a monoid homomorphism χ : H+ → Q
×
p satisfying
(26) is said to be ordinary if the equality in (26) holds for all t ∈ H+. Otherwise
it is said to be supersingular.
Proposition 4.10. There is a unique E[H+]-module decomposition
((J ⊗ E)|E[H+])fsu = (J ⊗ E)
ord ⊕ (J ⊗ E)sup
such that every character χ : H+ → Q
×
p which occurs in (J ⊗ E)
ord ⊗ Qp is
ordinary, and every character χ : H+ → Q
×
p which occurs in (J ⊗ E)
sup ⊗ Qp is
suppersingular. Moreover,
(J ⊗ E)ord = (Jfsu)⊗E.
Proof. Using (25), we have an O[H+]-module decomposition
J = Jfsu ⊕ J
′
so that every t ∈ H+ acts as automorphisms on Jfsu, and t+ acts as a topologically
nilpotent operator on J ′. Put
(J ⊗E)ord := Jfsu ⊗E
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and
(J ⊗ E)sup := J ′ ⊗E,
and the proposition easily follows. 
5. Hecke actions
We return to the notation of Section 2. In particular G is an open subgroup
of G(A)♮ and M is a R[G(Q) × G]-module. Recall from Section 2.8 the monoid
T †
P¯
⊂ P ⊂ G(A)♮. This monoid is commutative and has a dominating element.
5.1. Hecke actions.
Definition 5.1. A compatible action of T †
P¯
on M is a monoid homomorphism
φ : T †
P¯
→ EndR[G(Q)](M)
such that t is φ(t)-adapted for all t ∈ T †
P¯
.
Example 5.2. Let T †
P¯
acts trivially on the trivial O[G(Q)×G(A)♮]-module O. This
gives a compatible action.
Example 5.3. By Example 2.8, V ⊗ VˇN is an E[G(Q) × G(A)
♮]-module with a
compatible action of T †
P¯
. In the setting of Example 2.10, V⊗U′ is an O[G(Q)×G]-
module with a compatible action of T †
P¯
.
Following [Be2, Section 5.1], we introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.4. An open compact subgroup G of G is said to be (P, P¯ )-good if{
G = (G ∩ N¯)(G ∩ LP¯ )(G ∩N),
G P tGt
−1 for all t ∈ T †
P¯
.
Recall that D is an open compact subgroup of G(Ap)♮. Let G be a D-neat open
compact subgroup of G which is (P, P¯ )-good.
Proposition 5.5. Let M be a R[G(Q)×G]-module with a compatible action φ of
T †
P¯
on it. Assume that G ⊃ DG. Then
(27)
T †
P¯
× HiΦ(DG,M) → H
i
Φ(DG,M),
(t, u) 7→ ρt,φ(t)(u)
is a monoid action.
Proof. This is implied by Proposition 2.5.

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In the setting of Proposition 5.5, we call (27) a Hecke action, and we always view
HiΦ(DG,M) as a R[T
†
P¯
]-module via the Hecke action. In particular, HiΦ(DG,O)
is naturally an O[T †
P¯
]-module (see Example 5.2), and likewise HiΦ(DG,Ok) is an
Ok[T
†
P¯
]-module. Similarly, HiΦ(DG,V⊗U
′) is an O[T †
P¯
]-module and HiΦ(DG, (V⊗
U′)/pk) is an Ok[T
†
P¯
]-module, whenever G stabilizing V (see Example 5.3).
5.2. Assumptions on Φ. We begin with the following result which is well-known
to experts.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that Φ is the family of all closed subsets of X , or the
family of all compact subsets of X . Then for all neat open compact subgroup K of
G(A)♮, all commutative Noetherian ring R, and all local system L on SGK of finitely
generated R-modules, the following assertions hold.
• For all i ∈ Z, HiΦ(S
G
K ,L) is finitely generated as a R-module.
• The natural map
HiΦ(S
G
K ,L)⊗R M0 → H
i
Φ(S
G
K ,L⊗R M0)
is an isomorphism for all flat R-module M0.
Proof. Fist assume that Φ is the family of all the closed subsets. Using Lemma
2.2, we may replace SGK by a finite simplicial complex. Then the proposition easily
follows by using the simplicial cohomology.
Now suppose that Φ is the family of all the compact subsets. Using Poincare´ du-
ality (cf. [Br, Theorem 9.2]), the proposition is reduced to the analogues assertions
for the homology groups. Then the previous argument applies.

From now on, we assume that the support set Φ has the two properties of
Proposition 5.6.
5.3. The module HiΦ,P (DL,M). As before, let L be a D-neat open compact
subgroup of L. Suppose that G is a group in GDL which is (P, P¯ )-good.
Proposition 5.7. Let M be a R[G(Q) × G(A)♮]-module with a compatible action
φ of T †
P¯
on it. Assume that R is Artin or R = O, and M is finitely generated as
a R-module. Then the projection map
(28) HiΦ,P (DL,M)→ H
i
Φ,P (DG,M)
induces an isomorphism
HiΦ,P (DL,M)→
(
HiΦ,P (DG,M)|T †
P¯
)
fsu
.
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Proof. For every t ∈ T †
P¯
, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that the diagram
HiΦ(DG,M)
ρt,φ(t)
//
ρt,φ(t)
**❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
HiΦ(DtGt
−1,M)
ρ

HiΦ(DG,M)
commutes. Thus by Lemma 4.5, the image of the map (28) is contained in(
HiΦ,P (DG,M)|T †
P¯
)
fsu
. Then the proposition easily follows from the following
Lemma 5.8.

Lemma 5.8. Let M be a R[G(Q)×G]-module with a compatible action φ of T †
P¯
on
it. Assume that R is Artin or R = O, and M is finitely generated as a R-module.
Let G′ be another group in GDL which is (P, P¯ )-good. Suppose that DG, DG
′ ⊂ G
and G P G
′. Then the transfer map
ρ : HiΦ(DG
′,M)→ HiΦ(DG,M)
induces an isomorphism
ρ :
(
HiΦ(DG
′,M)|T †
P¯
)
fsu
→
(
HiΦ(DG,M)|T †
P¯
)
fsu
.
Proof. Take t ∈ T †
P¯
such that G′ P tGt
−1. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that
the diagrams
HiΦ(DG
′,M)
ρ
//
ρt,φ(t)
))❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
HiΦ(DG,M)
ρt,φ(t)

HiΦ(DG
′,M)
and
HiΦ(DG,M)
ρt,φ(t)
//
ρt,φ(t)
))❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
HiΦ(DG
′,M)
ρ

HiΦ(DG,M)
are commutative, and all the six arrows are T †
P¯
-equivariant. Thus these two com-
mutative diagrams induce commutative diagrams
HiΦ(DG
′,M)fsu
ρ
//
ρt,φ(t)
**❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
HiΦ(DG,M)fsu
ρt,φ(t)

HiΦ(DG
′,M)fsu
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and
HiΦ(DG,M)fsu
ρt,φ(t)
//
ρt,φ(t)
**❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
HiΦ(DG
′,M)fsu
ρ

HiΦ(DG,M)fsu
Therefore the lemma follows. 
5.4. The functor BP . Recall the admissible smooth representation H
i
Φ(G, V ) of
G(A)♮ from Example 2.7, and recall the functor BP from the Introduction.
Proposition 5.9. There is a canonical linear isomorphism
(29)
(
BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))
)DL
⊗D(g/p) ∼= HiΦ,P (DL, V ).
Proof. WriteP := G∩P and denote by µP the element of D(P ) such that µP(P) =
1. Note that
D(g/p) = D(g)⊗D(p)∨ = D(G)⊗D(P )∨.
Define a linear map
(30) ξG :
̂HiΦ(G, V )
DN
⊗ D(G)⊗ D(P )∨ → HiΦ(DG, V ),
f ⊗ µ⊗ ν 7→ µ(G) · 〈ν, µP〉 · fDG,
where fDG denotes the image of f under the projection map
̂HiΦ(G, V )→ H
i
Φ(G, V )
DG = HiΦ(DG, V ).
By the proof of [Be2, Theorem 6.4], the above map induces a linear isomorphism
(31)
(
BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))
)DL
⊗ D(g/p) ∼=
(
HiΦ(DG, V )|T †
P¯
)
fsu
.
Using Proposition 5.7, we get the isomorphism (29). It is easy to check that this
isomorphism is independent of G.
We claim that the isomorphism (29) is also independent of P¯ . Let P¯ ′ be another
parabolic subgroup of G which is opposite to P . Then there is a unique element
g ∈ N such that
P¯ ′ = gP¯g−1.
Then G′ := gGg−1 is a group in GDL which is (P, P¯
′)-good. Take a group G′′ in
GDL such that g ∈ G
′′ and G,G′ P G
′′. Then the claim easily follows by using
the commutative diagrams
̂HiΦ(G, V )
DN
⊗D(G)⊗D(P )∨
ξG
//
ξG′
++❱
❱❱
❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱
❱❱
HiΦ(DG, V )
ρg,g|V

HiΦ(DG
′, V )
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and
HiΦ,P (DL, V ) // H
i
Φ,P (DG
′′, V )
ρ
//
ρ
((◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
HiΦ(DG, V )
ρg,g|V

HiΦ(DG
′, V ).
Here and as before, g|V : V → V denotes the action of g on V . 
5.5. A proof of Proposition 1.2. For the convenience of the reader, in what
follows we provide a proof of Proposition 1.2. Note that the isomorphism (31)
is T †
P¯
-equivariant. Thus it suffices to show that for every monoid homomorphism
χ : T †
P¯
→ Q
×
p which occurs in
(32)
(
HiΦ(DG, V )|T †
P¯
)
fsu
⊗ Vˇn ⊗Qp,
one has that
(33) |χ(t)|p ≤ 1
for all t ∈ T †
P¯
.
Write LP¯ for the open compact subgroup of LP¯ corresponding to the subgroup
L of L. Let V be a lattice in V satisfying (18). By shrinking G if necessary, we
assume that G stabilizes V. Let U be an arbitrary lattice in Vˇn. Then (32) is a
Qp[T
†
P¯
]-submodule of
HiΦ(DG,V⊗ U)⊗Qp,
and Proposition 1.2 follows by Lemma 4.9.
Moreover, Lemma 4.10 implies the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let V and U be as above and suppose that G stabilizes V. Then
there is an identification
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL =
(
HiΦ(DG,V⊗ U)
)
fsu
⊗ E.
Recall that h is a Lie subalgebra of l. Put
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL,h := Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL ∩ Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
h
=
(
BP (H
i
Φ(G, V ))
DL ⊗D(g/p)⊗ Vˇ hn
)ord
.
Here the last superscript “ord” has to the meaning as in Proposition 4.10. As an
obvious generalization of Lemma 5.10, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Let V be as above and let U′ be a lattice in Vˇ hn . Suppose that G
stabilizes V. Then there is an identification
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL,h =
(
HiΦ(DG,V⊗ U
′)
)
fsu
⊗E.
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6. Interpolations of ordinary classical automorphic forms
We continue with the notation of the last section.
6.1. A homomorphism. Let H be a compact subgroup of L with Lie algebra h
such that
Vˇ hn = Vˇ
H
n .
Put V′ := V ∩ V n and take a lattice U′ in Vˇ hn such that
〈V′,U′〉 ⊂ O.
As before, HiΦ(DG, (V ⊗ U
′)/pk) is an O[T †
P¯
]-module. In this subsection, we will
define a homomorphism
(34) ξk :
(
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)
)
fsu
→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok) := lim−→
L0⊃H
HiΦ,P (DL0,Ok),
where L0 runs over all D-neat open compact subgroups of L containing H.
Take a (P, P¯ )-good open subgroup Gk of G such that
(35)
{
Gk ∩ P = G ∩ P,
Gk ∩ N¯ point-wise fixes V
′/pk.
Then Gk stabilizes V
′/pk, and G P Gk.
The following proposition is a form of Hida’s control theorem.
Proposition 6.1. There is an identification
(36)
(
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)
)
fsu
=
(
HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
.
Proof. By Lemma 5.8,(
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)
)
fsu
=
(
HiΦ(DGk, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)
)
fsu
The short exact sequence
0→ (V′ ⊗ U′)/pk → (V⊗ U′)/pk → ((V/V′)⊗ U′)/pk → 0
induces a long exact sequence
· · · → Hi−1Φ (DGk, ((V/V
′)⊗ U′)/pk)→ HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
→ HiΦ(DGk, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)→ HiΦ(DGk, ((V/V
′)⊗ U′)/pk)→ · · · .
One checks that all arrows in the above sequence are T †
P¯
-equivariant. In view of
Proposition 4.8, it suffices to show that(
HiΦ(DGk, ((V/V
′)⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
= 0.
This holds because a dominating element of T †
P¯
acts as a nilpotent operator on
HiΦ(DGk, ((V/V
′)⊗ U′)/pk).

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Take a (P, P¯ )-good open subgroup G′k of Gk such that
(37)
 G
′
k ∩ N¯ = Gk ∩ N¯ ,
L′k ⊃ H
for all λ ∈ U′/pk, the induced map λ : V′/pk → Ok is G
′
k-invariant,
where L′k := (G
′
k ∩ P )/(G
′
k ∩ N) ⊂ L. Proposition 2.5 implies that the pullback
map
ρ : HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)→ HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
is T †
P¯
-equinvariant. Thus it yields a homomorphism
(38)
(
HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
→
(
HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
.
The third condition of (37) amounts to saying that the natural pairing map
(V′ ⊗ U′)/pk → Ok
is G′k-invariant. Thus it yields a homomorphism
HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)→ HiΦ(DG
′
k,Ok).
Proposition 2.5 implies that the above map is also T †
P¯
-equivariant. Therefore it
induces a map
(39)
(
HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
→
(
HiΦ(DG
′
k,Ok)
)
fsu
= HiΦ,P (DL
′
k,Ok).
Finally, we define a composition map
ξk,Gk,G′k :
(
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)
)
fsu
(36)
−−→
(
HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
(38)
−−→
(
HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)
)
fsu
(39)
−−→ HiΦ,P (DL
′
k,Ok)
−−→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok)
Lemma 6.2. The homomorphism ξk,Gk,G′k is independent of the pair (Gk,G
′
k).
Proof. Let (G`k, G`
′
k) be another pair with the same property as that of (Gk,G
′
k).
We want to show that ξk,Gk,G′k = ξk,G`k,G`′k
. Without loss of generality we assume
that
Gk P G`k and G
′
k P G`
′
k.
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Write L`′k := (G`
′
k ∩ P )/(G`
′
k ∩N) ⊂ L. Then the lemma follows by considering the
following commutative diagram:
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk) HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)x x
HiΦ(DG`k, (V⊗ U
′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DGk, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)x x
HiΦ(DG`k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)y y
HiΦ(DG`
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)y y
HiΦ(DG`
′
k,Ok) −−−→ H
i
Φ(DG
′
k,Ok)x x
HiΦ,P (DL`
′
k,Ok) −−−→ H
i
Φ,P (DL
′
k,Ok)y y
HiΦ,P (DH,Ok) H
i
Φ,P (DH,Ok).

In view of Lemma 6.2, we define the homomorphism ξk of (34) to be the homo-
morphism ξk,Gk,G′k .
Lemma 6.3. The following diagram commutes:
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk+1)fsu
ξk+1
−−−→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok+1)y y
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)fsu
ξk−−−→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok).
Proof. Suppose we are given a pair (Gk+1,G
′
k+1) of groups with the properties
of (35) and (37) for k + 1 so that ξk+1 = ξk+1,Gk+1,G′k+1. Note that the pair also
satisfies the same properties for k so that ξk = ξk,Gk+1,G′k+1. The lemma then easily
follows. 
6.2. The interpolation. Using Lemma 6.3, we have homomorphisms
HiΦ(DG,V⊗ U
′)fsu → lim←−
k
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)fsu → H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O).
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Tensoring by E, we get a linear map
ξDL,H
P¯ ,G,V,U′
: Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL,h = HiΦ(DG,V⊗ U
′)fsu ⊗ E → H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O)⊗E.
Lemma 6.4. The linear map ξDL,H
P¯ ,G,V,U′
is independent of (G,V,U′).
Proof. Let (G`, V`, U`′) be another triple with the same property as that of (G,V,U′).
We want to show that ξDL,H
P¯ ,G,V,U′
= ξDL,H
P¯ ,G`,V`,U`′
. Without loss of generality we assume
that
G P G`, V ⊃ V`, and U
′ ⊃ U`′.
It suffices to show that the diagram
(40)
HiΦ(DG`, (V`⊗ U`
′)/pk)fsu
ξk−−−→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok)yρ y=
HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)fsu
ξk−−−→ HiΦ,P (DH,Ok)
commutes.
Take (Gk,G
′
k) and (G`k, G`
′
k) such that the first horizontal arrow and the second
horizontal arrow of diagram (40) is respectively given by ξ
k,G`,G`′
k
and ξk,G,G′
k
as in
the last subsection. Choose them appropriately so that
Gk P G`k and G
′
k P G`
′
k.
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Then the lemma follows by considering the following commutative diagram:
HiΦ(DG`, (V`⊗ U`
′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DG, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)x x
HiΦ(DG`k, (V`⊗ U`
′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DGk, (V⊗ U
′)/pk)x x
HiΦ(DG`k, (V`
′ ⊗ U`′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DGk, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)y y
HiΦ(DG`
′
k, (V`
′ ⊗ U`′)/pk) −−−→ HiΦ(DG
′
k, (V
′ ⊗ U′)/pk)y y
HiΦ(DG`
′
k,Ok) −−−→ H
i
Φ(DG
′
k,Ok)x x
HiΦ,P (DL`
′
k,Ok) −−−→ H
i
Φ,P (DL
′
k,Ok)y y
HiΦ,P (DH,Ok) H
i
Φ,P (DH,Ok).
Here and as before, L′k := (G
′
k ∩ P )/(G
′
k ∩N) and L`
′
k := (G`
′
k ∩ P )/(G`
′
k ∩N).

Proposition 6.5. The linear map ξDL,H
P¯ ,G,V,U′
is independent of (P¯ ,G,V,U′).
Proof. Let P¯ ′ be another parabolic subgroup of G which is opposite to P . Then
there is a unique element g ∈ N such that P¯ ′ = gP¯g−1. In view of Lemma 6.4, it
suffices to show that
ξP¯ ,G,V,U′ = ξP¯ ′,gGg−1,g.V,g.U′.
This is routine to check and we omit the details. 
In view of Proposition 6.5, we write ξDL,H for ξDL,H
P¯ ,G,V,U′
.
Lemma 6.6. Let D′, L′ and H′ be open subgroups of D, L and H, respectively.
Suppose that H′ ⊂ L′. Then the diagram
(41)
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL,h ξ
DL,H
−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O)⊗ Ey⊂ yρ
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
D′L′,h ξ
D′L′,H′
−−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (D
′H′,O)⊗ E
commutes.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.2. We omit the details. 
Recall the spaces
H˜
i
Φ,P (G,O)
〈h〉 := lim
−→
DH
H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O)
and
H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉 := H˜
i
Φ,P (G,O)
〈h〉 ⊗ E.
By Lemma 6.6, there is a unique linear map
ξ : Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
h → H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉
such that the diagram
(42)
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
DL,h ξ
DL,H
−−−→ H˜
i
Φ,P (DH,O)⊗Ey⊂ y
Hi,ordΦ,P (G, V )
h ξ−−−→ H˜
i,ord
Φ,P (G, E)
〈h〉
commutes for all D,L and H as before.
Finally, it is routine to check that the map ξ is G(Ap)♮×NL(h)-equivariant. This
proves Theorem 1.6.
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